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Mosquito Launch Spectacular
THE 29th of September saw Ardmore
Airport host a spectacular airshow to
celebrate the flight of Mosquito KA114.
This was expected to be the last opportunity
to showcase the aircraft to the public before
being shipped back to its owner in the
USA. The crowd numbered in the tens of
thousands and descended on Ardmore from
across the country. People also came from
as far as Europe to see the Mosquito in the
air, with one couple building a month long
holiday around the event. The infrastructure
put in place held up surprisingly well to the
greater than expected number of people
wishing to attend, though queues of traffic
stretched for miles. Many gave up waiting in
stationary traffic and simply parked their cars
on the side of the road, choosing to walk the
last few kilometres to get in.
Along with the visiting enthusiasts, many
owners and pilots brought their aircraft
to display alongside the Mosquito. New

Zealand’s vibrant classic aircraft and warbirds
scene is world renowned and if ever there
was a good excuse to get together and display
their aircraft, this was it. The airshow became
a magnet for de Havilland aircraft over this
weekend, as though they were there to root
for their cousin the Mosquito as she took to
the air again, and cheer her on as she wowed
the crowd. If only Geoffrey de Havilland
could have been around to witness his legacy
still very much alive on the other side of the
planet, 47 years after his death.
Weather conditions were superb, although
a crosswind arose that altered the displays of
a few aircraft. It was all a huge success and
greatly enjoyed by all who attended in spite of
the usual traffic woes. Those who complained
they could not get onsite until after midday
now know to leave home earlier next time.
Chris Gee attended on behalf of
KiwiFlyer and assembled the following photo
essay for readers to enjoy.

The de Havilland DH.82 Tiger Moths were there in abundance, performing an 8-ship
formation fly-past, as well as Dave Phillips’ magical solo display in ZK-BEN. The Tiger
Moth was at the centre of NZ’s pioneering aviation days and remains greatly loved.

Hallett Griffin put on an excellent
handling display in the de Havilland
Canada DHC-2 Beaver, this example
in immaculate condition and still
operational for agricultural work.
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GEAR FOR AVIATORS: Locally owned, Great service and the Best Deal.

Thousands of people descended on Ardmore
from around New Zealand and some travelled
from as far as Europe to see KA114 in the air.
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Ask for a quote today. Free postage on all orders over $179.

Located at Classic Flyers, 9 Jean Batten Drive, Tauranga Airport.
P: 07 572 4000 E: info@nzpilotshop.co.nz www.nzpilotshop.co.nz

Fittingly, the aircraft that would come to replace
the Mosquito in service were also in attendance,
the de Havilland DH.115 Vampire and de
Havilland DH.112 Venom. The Vampire, flown
by Brett Emeny, flew a solo display and a stunning
formation fly-past with the Mosquito. The Venom
(below), brought back to life by Jerry Gaston,
taxied over to the static display area under its own
power (see ZK Review in this issue of KiwiFlyer).
One of the highlights for many at the show was the arrival of the
gorgeous Mk 1 Avro Anson from Nelson. Lovingly restored by Bill
and Robyn Reid, this 1936 vintage aircraft first flew after a 10-year
restoration in May this year. It is the only one of its kind flying in
the world today, and was displayed at Ardmore by RNZAF Historic
Flight pilot Sean Perrett. More than 11,000 Ansons were produced
between 1935 and 1952.

The de Havilland Canada DHC-1
Chipmunk’s solo display was expertly flown
by Gavin Trethewey. The aircraft also flew
in formation with other Chipmunks and
more de Havilland aircraft including a
DH.89 Rapide and a DH.83 Fox-Moth.
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The Mosquito was in the company of
a trio of fellow classic allied fighters
which have been a part of the NZ
Warbirds scene for a number of
years. Doug Brooker’s TR9 Spitfire,
flown here by Gavin Trethewey,
treated the crowd to a short solo
routine. Graham Bethell flew several
fast and low passes with the beautiful
P-51D Mustang while Liz Needham
flew the P-40N Kittyhawk in its solo
display. A highlight of the show was
when these aircraft formed up with
the Mosquito for a series of low
formation fly-pasts.
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It would hardly be a New Zealand airshow without the
participation of a gaggle of Harvard’s, and they were out
in force at Ardmore. Formation aerobatic displays by the
‘Roaring Forties’ display team and a solo display by Gavin
Trethewey in No.92 were well received by the crowd.
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The historic re-enactors go hand in hand
with warbirds displays in New Zealand,
reminding us of a time, place and situation
that should never be forgotten. They carried
out an entertaining mock battle in front of
the audience, and through the attention to
detail and historic realism of people like
Robbie Lane and Susie Ford, added a timely
atmosphere to the static displays.

(Right) The M38 Miles
Messenger is unique on the New
Zealand register and has been
displaying here for many years.
It has its own ram-air generator,
and also has no electric starting
motor, necessitating that its
propeller must be hand cranked
for it to start.

Two L-39 jets were in attendance at the airshow, along with
the much loved ‘Blunty’ BAE 167 Strikemaster. They flew
together with the Vampire in what was a very impressive,
and noisy, dissimilar formation. While flying in a fast jet
may seem like an impossible dream for many, adventure
flights can now be booked in the Strikemaster that will give
you the ride of a lifetime!

The crowd was treated to some sensational aerobatics routines in between the classic
aircraft displays. Dave Cranna’s display in his Zlin Z50LS was impressive, as was Richard
Hood’s stomach churning effort in the Giles 202. The RNZAF’s CT-4E also showed
off its manoeuvrability to crowd pleasing effect.

Classic Cars from across
the North Island arrived
at Ardmore to support
the airshow, with a
wide variety of types
in attendance. These
vehicles are always
popular with the crowd,
and those parked in the
static display really added
to the look and feel of
the show.

(Left) Arthur Gotland’s gliding display was a
real eye opener for many in the crowd, with
a masterful routine displaying superb energy
management and the kind of manoeuvres
that most people don’t expect to see gliders
perform. Eventually he came in low and it was
surely time to land, but no, there would be
another loop, and then another, until finally
he touched down gracefully onto the grass,
seemingly with seconds to spare.
(Right) The
Trojan T-28 had
played a big part
in the Mosquito’s
first flight as
the chase plane,
flown by Rob
Silich. This ex US
Navy trainer may
look ungainly
on the ground,
but as soon as
she is airborne
she becomes a
graceful, and
noisy, performer.
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Harking back to the barnstorming days of
old, Susan Scott’s wing-walking display, flown
by Graham Woods, was extremely popular.
Miss Scott comes from a family with a history
of aviation, and is in fact a fourth generation
wing-walker. Her great grandmother, Hilda
Alexander, was a record-breaking wing walker
who wing-walked across Cook Strait in 1971,
at the age of 72, and set a record as the oldest
wing-walker at 78. Susan has been flying since
she was 16, and wing-walking since she was 18.

The scale that allows us to
take on the big jobs,
means that we can
offer very cost effective
solutions for operators of
small aircraft too.

! NEW !

Fly a Robinson R22 at owner’s rates

Fly in and fly out
‘cut & polish’ service
with paint match and
touch ups, all from
$250+GST for
small aircraft.

Based at Ardmore, this aircraft presents better than new
after a restoration grade overhaul just 100 hours ago.
Includes l All new avionics l Powerflow performance exhaust
Spidertracks l Traffic awareness l Touch screen GPS
Bluetooth phone with remote l Helipods l Life jackets and PLB
No monthly syndicate fee. No need to purchase a share that you
can’t sell later. No risks of ownership, just the benefits.

The crowd in attendance was huge and no doubt took the organisers and certainly the traffic control systems by surprise. That said, the show
was good enough that even those who waited for hours in their cars, or who gave up and walked several kilometres, went home happy.
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Rates from $285+GST an hour depending on usage. Conditions apply.
Advanced instruction available. Ph: 021 667 866 or E: rotorflight@xtra.co.nz

75 Ingram Road, Hamilton Airport
P: 07 843 0392

F: 07 843 7059

E: info@aviationpaintingservices.co.nz
www.aviationpaintingservices.co.nz

Ensure your business is promoted in the next issue of KiwiFlyer. Email your requirements to editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz
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